A FILM REVIEW
Task:
Pick a film that you liked a lot or that you disliked
completely. Write a film review for a teenage magazine.
Paragraph 1 . Name of the film . Nationality. Language
Paragraph 2 – Name of film/play/Type/What was it about?
-

The film ‘_______’ is a(n) _______ film which takes place in _______.
The idea is based on _______.
If you like films full of __(action)__ , you’ll enjoy _______.
The film was made in _______ and the __(scenery)__ is beautiful.
The film is set in __(ancient Greece)__.
The story is based on __(a popular novel)__.
The film is directed by _______.

– The actors/The plot/The ending
-

The main character(s) in the film is/are _______.
_______ is a character who _______.
__(Johnny Depp)__ stars as __(Captain Sparks)__.
In the film , __(Jack Black)__ plays __(a rock guitarist)__.
My favourite actor/actress plays a __(small)__ part in the film.
The plot is quite difficult to follow.
My favourite scene of the film is when _______.
The story is about _______
The best scene of the film is __(at the end/near the end)__.
The film I saw had a __(surprising)__ ending.

Paragraph 3 – Would you recommend this film/play? Why/why not?
-

I think the film is __(exciting)__.
The special effects __(are)__ great!
I think the film is __(interesting)__ and __(funny)__ , but there are a few scenes
which are very __(frightening)__!
In my opinion , it’s the best film of the year and I am sure it will be a big hit!
I was frightened, so I kept my eyes closed.
The special effects made the __(last)__ scene really __(exciting)__.
I think that the ‘_______’ is a(n) __(amusing )__ film.
I was __(amazed)_ by the realistic make-up.
I have always been __(interested)__ in __(space stories)__.
I usually enjoy __(horror films)__ , but I was __(bored)_ in some parts.
I would (not) recommend it – as one of the best films of the year.

- for everyone who likes __(music and good laugh)__.
- because…..
Adjectives you can use:
-

Funny
Slow
Exciting
Cute
Boring
Fast moving
Frightening
Violent
Mostly for girls
Amusing
Colourful
Romantic
Too long
Lovely story
Wonderful
Interesting
Clever
Mostly for children but fun for all ages
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